We present an end to end Question and Answering system to help the clinical practitioners in a cardiovascular healthcare environment. We introduce our proposed ontology framework, Ontology for General Clinical Practice, that we developed enhancing the currently available state-of-the-art ontologies for medical science and for the cardiovascular specialty, extending upon the OBO Foundry principles. It's shown the scientific and philosophical reasons of its present dual structure with a deeply expressive (SHOIN) terminological base (TBox) and a highly computable (EL++) assertions knowledge base (ABox). The knowledge base is automatically populated by means of a tutored acquisition from clinical reports using Controlled Natural Language rendering an ontology driven question answering system with high recall, precision and F-Measure that competes in its specific sub-domain with the more advanced current NLP systems developed in general for the healthcare domain.
Introduction
This paper describes the work undertaken by the authors when developing a Clinical Decision Support System for the Cardiovascular Healthcare environment based in state-of-the-art Artificial Intelligence techniques.
It was originated by the cooperation among the different authors in the accomplishment of the first one PhD degree in Computer Science and namely in Clinical Knowledge representation for reasoning and acquisition based in NLP (Natural Language Processing).
We found that the problem known as "Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck" [1] is currently the major obstacle for development of adequate representations of medical knowledge computable representations, namely ontologies in the specific domain and in particular in the healthcare sub domain. Trying to devise a valid solution to that problem in order to enable clinical automatic reasoning either in a local, distributed or Semantic Web fashion, different sub problems had to be addressed and solutions proposed that are summarized in "Our Solution" section.
First of all we introduce the scientific question in the next section and explain why it is so hard to overcome.
Next the solution proposed is detailed in its various problems and pragmatic approaches taken for the problem's different facets.
In the fourth section we present the results obtained so far and explain the promising applicability to different clinical realities with expectable similar results.
Finally in the last section some conclusions are drawn and summarized from the various sections of the present paper. 
Nomenclature

ACE
Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck: the problem and its proposed solution
In the KR community of the AI science domain recent developments are sprouting that lead to the establishment of expressive ontologies based in OWL2 as the foundation for distributed reasoning in complex domains in the Semantic Web. This approach has revealed a very serious problem when trying to represent highly specialized and complex domains of science, namely the medical domain that is the "Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck" [1] . The ontology creation and development has traditionally been in charge of multidisciplinary domain experts that have to master both their particular scientific field and the ontology engineering novel techniques. These experts are very few and they are normally engaged in defining the ontological terminological structures of their domain ontologies, the TBox, and cannot be worried with the ABox to enrich the ontologies into KBs that can be automatically reasoned upon.
The possible solutions
The diverse solutions that appeared in literature generally involve some form of automated acquisition trying to relieve the Domain Experts from the heavy burden. This is not obvious how to accomplish. We evaluated literature from the early [2] to the current methodological review [3] that focuses particularly on automatic methods for ontology learning from texts as they summarize the state of the art in natural language processing techniques ,statistical and machine learning techniques for ontology extraction. The current methodologies are focused in the paradigm of domain modeling and shift the workload for the domain experts from the direct acquisition to the modelling but fail to realize that a feasible solution lies in a two step approach like ours. In our case we have a machine learning phase to tutor the model from some few source reports and then use the Gold Standard, partially enriched ontology, to trigger the automatic ontology learning from the full set of texts that represent the reasoning domain.
Our solution
To be able to use the reasoning techniques and methodologies that represent the state-of-the-art in the Artificial Intelligence domain we made a thorough inventory of biomedical ontologies currently available in OWL2 format. It was found that no solution for complete Clinical Practice representation is available with enough expressiveness in its foundation for exact clinical reasoning and we introduced the OGCP presented in the next section. Formal ontologies make the semantics of terms and relations explicit such that automated reasoning can be used to verify the consistency of knowledge. To express the richness of medical knowledge without any loss of intending meaning a broad set of ontological relations, only expressible in OWL2 using role-chains for instance, have to be part of our TBox and it will have a SHOIN DL. While this level of representational capability is compulsory for clinical reasoning there is also an important constraint relating to the usability of our ontology that is the need to have a near real-time classification complexity because it has to be very responsive in the interactive sessions that the doctors will use when using natural language questioning. We have to use pragmatic solutions to this real constraints and OGCP is formed of a dual capability because the ABox only possesses EL++ DL expressiveness. We use the ELK [4] consequence based reasoner that has polynomial time response to classify on-the-fly the CNL assertions introduced interactively by the users.
Our pragmatic approach rests on the evidence that to overcome the KAB the tools available to the public in general have to be supportive in nature like:
Being based in natural language interaction, Responsive in order to be accepted by the clinical community as a working tool and Scientifically extremely accurate and self evident because not even the slightest chance of error is acceptable in the medical domain and especially in healthcare. Moreover, we accept as evidence that natural language is the Lingua Franca for communication among physicians and we have to gather information in computable form from text that they traditionally use to pass their information. Thus, we can conform the scope of our work in:
1. Develop an Ontology suitable to model accurately the healthcare processes.
2. Develop a process for automatic acquisition of the ontology ABox from text. 3. Use this framework as support for natural language CQA to be used as an AI professional aid.
OGCP Ontology
Taking in account the considerations introduced in [5; 6] and more recently illuminated by the developments in technology and tooling as referred in [7] we directed our efforts in finding the adequate ontology that do not falls short in particular issues of different medical specialties. To accomplish a successful work the resulting ontologies have to attain the sort of user-friendliness, reliability, cost-effectiveness, and breadth of coverage that is necessary to ensure extensive usage as introduced by [8] . Considering that the amount of Clinical data digitally preserved in natural language texts is colossal and ever increasing, numerous problems have to be devised and solved as reviewed by [5, 9] . Most of the clinical data is in text form coming either from typing entry, transcription from dictation or from speech recognition applications. Accurate coding is necessary for comparability, auditability and last but not least important, accountability. We intend to figure out a "picture of Healthcare provisioning" through clear identification of the meaning of the available data and not only by the capability of cataloging and codifying that huge amount of data.
Ultimately none of the currently existing proposed ontology structures are appropriate for clinical practice knowledge representation and we introduce OGCP. The ontology alignment in our OGCP is not an issue for it results of the hard labor of the OBO Foundry [10] that has been establishing interoperable biomedical ontologies since the advent of the Gene Ontology that dates back to 2001. All their work has been supported in the Ontological Realism philosophical principles since 2007 [11] .
We adopt the SNOMED-CT CORE subset as terminological source due to its full coverage, acceptance and applicability to our specific case. We explored thoroughly the CPR ontology [12] and found it to be an adequate framework for full breadth coverage of the clinical practice but was lacking, however, the ontological relations needed to enforce any model of disease. CPR can be seen as an extensible framework to be heavily structured further by any suitable modeling upper ontologies like those that the OBO Foundry mandates. With the CPR as a healthcare provisioning representation support we still had to enforce any existing model for medical science and we had the OGMS complemented with the DO to do so as a general practice model. We have developed a full workflow to automatically extract the "clinical process" from SOAP reports. IE typically requires some "pre-processing" such as spell checking, document structure analysis, sentence splitting, tokenization, WSD, part-of-speech tagging, and some form of parsing namely for identification of strings representing quantities or abbreviations, as in laboratory results for instance. The telegraphical form that is common among clinicians also poses some constraints to the usual NLP techniques used in other fields we used this in our advantage tutoring a controlled translation to enforce GS TM that enables the subsequent automatic acquisition from the widely available text notes thus surpassing the KAB problem.
SOAP reports
The SOAP note was first conceived by Dr. Lawrence Weed, MD in the 1970s, under the acronym Problem Oriented Medical Record (POMR). At the time, there was not an objective method of documentation, which lead to physicians making unscientific decisions about patient treatment. SOAP notes gave physicians rigor, structure, and a way for practices to communicate with each other. In the early 1970s, the adopters of SOAP notes were able to retrieve all patient records for a given medical problem. Before Electronic Medical Record (EMR) software, providers had trouble accessing needed charts. Before standardized SOAP notes, providers communicated with each other in unstructured formats, leaving patient care up to great chance. A SOAP note is a documentation method employed by healthcare providers to create a patients chart.
There are four parts of a SOAP note: Subjective, Objective, Assessment, and Plan: Subjective Describes the patient's current condition in narrative form. This section usually includes the patients chief complaint, or reason why they came to the physician. It's normally the place for the symptoms brought in by the patient and includes: This clinically oriented structuring is well known and widely accepted in the healthcare community and text sources based in it are generally available. Many EHR systems provide a software module to create them. It represented an opportunity for our work developing a methodology to enrich our ontology from such an important source.
Tutoring Process.
The first step in developing the automatic acquisition is a preparation process where the system is taught using some similar SOAP texts on how to properly identify and classify all the different segments. This preliminary phase needs to be done for every clinical reality that is to be subject afterwards of KB creation, for a specific doctor, a given service, a period or anything intended. For this preliminary step to be accomplished we took inspiration for the supervised training in the development of a GS clinical annotated corpus presented in [13] . In fact the set of the resulting TM obtained can be seen as a GS for the accurate clinical term identification. The process can be pictured like this: The learning process is based on the refinement of the Translation Memory(ies) (TM) applied to that specific acquisition. It can be seen as a "manual translation tutoring" although the focal point is not really the translation from different "natural languages" to English but, in fact, from the original controlled technical jargon to "specialized English". After the tutoring incremental process the found acronyms, named entities and clinical terms are ready to be adequately tagged in the process presented ahead in the next section for the correct Ontology Driven (OD) annotation.
The automatic ABox population task
After using a relatively small, although representative, set of training SOAP reports the automatic process for the elicitation of the clinical reality represented by assertion facts into a full enriched KB is possible and very effective. This high quality level is perceived by the users when interactively interrogating and enhancing the ontology but also by the preliminarily indicative very good indices of recall, precision and F-Measure that are currently undergoing the process of comparative testing as illustrated in section 4.
The novel scientific advance that enables these promising results is the dual DL expressiveness of our OGCP based KB. The ABox of the KB is EL++ which is very effective computationally both in the acquisition and the classification processes. Before entering the explanation of the pipeline proposed for automatic acquisition from texts the used tools and methodologies have to be presented. Both the Attempto Controlled English (ACE) set of CNL tools and Protégé views accessible through the ACE view plugin and the bag of Apache ecosystem of tools for NLP are used in this work. ACE is a precisely defined subset of English that can automatically and unambiguously be translated into FOL. Thus it is both human and machine understandable. Teaching the construction and interpretation rules takes about two days [14] . ACE appears perfectly natural, but it is in fact a formal language. ACE texts are computer-processable and can be unambiguously translated into DRS. DRS derived from ACE texts have been translated into various other languages, for instance into FOL and for stable model semantics. The Attempto project [15] developed a bidirectional translation of ACE into and from OWL2. This tool can be used whether locally, via the Protégé plugin, via a WS or through a Web Interface. We have been using it extensively through its various incarnations in our ontology modeling efforts. In concrete terms we used the ACE Plugin to derive all the inferable consequence rules for the TBox of our OGCP ontology in order for the posterior usability of the consequence driven reasoner ELK that operates over the less expressive acquired EL++ ABox.
We take advantage of the semi-structure of the SOAP reports to perform the population of the leaf-nodes of the KB with ontological rich nodes. Clinical concept acquisition encompasses in our view the application of the notion of non-taxonomic roles extraction, that is ontological relations, from the sources. This theme has been extensively discussed in literature [16, 17, 18] . Without non-taxonomic roles, ontology generation boils down to generating taxonomies that miss a lot of crucial semantic information compared to ontologies [17] so we retrieve the ontological relations using this novel mechanism.
DR is built by the ACE Parser according to all the learned cases, the ABox, and using the OGCP KB available to build "on-the-fly" the Clinical Integrated Discourse Extended Representation Structure (CIDERS). 
The interactive extended DRS aware enrichment through CQA
Results
All the possible consequences inferable from our base OGCP ontology, without any assertions included yet are already incorporated because we used the main stream Pellet or Hermit reasoners to develop all the consequence rules. This was a necessity for the ELK reasoner to have all the rules already "at hand" in order to expand only those EL facts collected in the ABox without compromising the clinical reasoning scientific foundation. When using the, more than enough, SNOMED-CT CORE subset of clinical terms, full classification of the KB is done is some seconds and all the consequences were previously expanded so that the ELK reasoner only classifies the ABox when interactively the clinician poses CNL questions. The answers are provided in acceptable negligible time delays in commodity laptops. We wrap-up here some achieved controlled results.
Q:
What is the patient's personal history? A: Hypertension for 15 years; Diabetes Mellitus type 2 for 10 years; Cholecystectomy 2 years ago; Diabetic father; Obese BMI 26,5; Abdominal perimeter 106 cm. This is a direct expression of the entailment of having several PH entries. The OWL verbalizer just tries to present the best possible, with higher usage evaluation in the trained expression in the time framing of the represented events in the OWL-Time properties related to that patient.
What is the suggested diagnosis? A: Laboratory routines: lipid profile; HgA1c; Rx thorax; ECG in rest; Echocardiogram; Effort test (Effort proof or Cardiac scintigraphy);
Suggested diagnosis triggers the mark words Suggested and diagnosis. With Suggested, ELK rules are automatically generated that try to satisfy the set of inferences that are consistent in the KB for every patient that has the same, or non-contradictory set of conditions modeled by CVDO in top of OGMS. Diagnosis suggested then are all those already part of the historical practice (ABox Clinical Integrated Discourse Extended Representation Structure (CIDERS)) or enforced by the underlying ontological framework. The verbalizer then proceeds as in the previous example.
What is the immediate recommended therapy assuming that AHT and Diabetes are not controlled? A: Rich fiber and vegetable diet; polifraccionate and hiposaline; IECA or ARA II; Calcium Antagonist; Metformine; Estatine;
Here we have the most challenging inferencing situation. The sole generation of hypothesis based in the set of assertional EL++ facts aren't enough to sustain the question any longer. Rules generated in this situation explore the additional VNN ¬controlled(Diabetes) and ¬controlled(AHT) to trigger further rules in order to generate all the consequences consistent with the new negated hypotheses (that have to be syntactically pre-processed). These are, of course, highly controlled results that are only possible so far under the interactive set of Protégé and the set of plugins detailed above.
Conclusions
We presented our proposal for a knowledge representation infrastructure enabling the usage of highly optimized distributed consequence based reasoners that are referred in literature only in 2011. With these very recent developments it's possible to validate a controlled size knowledge base that is created by automatically populating a proposed ontology that relies on extensive, and very solid, foundations like SNOMED-CT and FMA among other OBO Foundry ontologies. We demonstrate a solid approach to overcome the "Knowledge acquisition Bottleneck" by using an automated acquisition of very tractable KB directly from clinical text reports based in the well known SOAP methodology. Dividing the KB between an expressive foundation (SHOIN) that relies in the coordination of OBO foundry ontologies and a less expressive but highly effective in computational characteristics (EL++) ABox we render a knowledge infrastructure with very interesting properties for CP representation and reasoning. We introduce natural language clinical reasoning aids that are based on such breakthrough techniques. We also show how to maintain the size of the OGCP ontology very limited in order to be able to apply these innovative AI advances and techniques in commodity hardware. Logical inferencing and clinical facts entailment that is possible through this novel capabilities are an interesting contribution to the application of AI to healthcare.
